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Pascal Griener

For a connoisseurship without frontiers
The new function of old master drawings and the fac-simile

in eighteenth-century England

Richard Krautheimer used to say that nothing is more deceptive than superficial analogies.

Long before the comte de Caylus began to multiply his prints after drawings, several

engravers had already attempted to capture the spirit of drawings, hoping by this

means to ensure their wider diffusion.' All these attempts would seem, at first sight, to

aim at producing similar types of art works. Yet a world of difference separates them. It
is not so much that the techniques of reproduction were radically different, although

they were admittedly more refined during the Enlightenment than during the Renaissance,

but rather that during the latter period, and for the first time, these reproductions

functioned within a totally new framework. They became visual, documentary evidence

for the study of art and its history, evidence that could serve as a serious topic for scholarly

discussion from Paris to St Petersburg, from Helsinki to Palermo. I should like to

outline the economical and epistemological framework that permitted an adequate use

of the 'fac-simile'; I shall then try to show that, even if England was not the first country
to produce true fac-similes, it was nonetheless here that this form's function was best

understood, and where it found its most refined development around 1800.

A NEW ECONOMY OF IMAGES

During the eighteenth century, an impressive array of techniques was developed to
facilitate the faithful reproduction of paintings, sculptures and drawings. Connoisseurs and

art historians were quick to appreciate the advantages; for the first time in history, they

noticed that such documents would enable some art historians to work essentially on

reproductions, not on originals; and this was to be achieved in a world without frontiers,

where prints could circulate easily.

It was Quatremère de Quincy who, in 1796, was the first to reflect upon the creation

of a scholarly world divided up into two groups: those who publish art objects that they

have actually seen or visited, and those who produce large syntheses on art without

needing to travel, by drawing upon a large corpus of printed reproductions.2 What is of

particular interest is that Quatremère saw this partition as being the equivalent, in the

world of scholarship, of the division of labour explained by Adam Smith in The Wealth
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ofNations (1776).3 Within the system expounded by Quatremère it became paramount to

develop new ways of controlling the accuracy of any reproduction, and to negotiate with

considerable care and skill the use both of copies and of originals4 - hence the birth of

the 'fac-simile'. An important reflection on the epistemological consequences of the

culture of the reproduction was thus underway. I do not need to point out that, in a world

where virtual imagery is so pervasive, such history is highly relevant today.

The second decisive contribution to the development of a new economy of images

that I should like to examine is that of Christian Ludwig von Hagedorn. In his Betrachtungen

über die Malerei, which were published in 1762 and reached a wide audience

because they were soon translated into French, Hagedorn advocated the public nature of

aesthetic contemplation. For Hagedorn, even if a painting belongs to a private owner, this

does not give the owner the moral right to restrict access to it. In effect, if the material

work of art belongs to the collector, the image that it produces in the mind of any viewer

is collective property.5 Any amateur, Hagedorn says, 'acquiert une espèce de propriété sur

tout ce qu'il voit'.6 Such a theory was ground-breaking: it allowed for the constitution of

an open and free gallery of mental pictures, as Richardson called them, which in turn
served as a kind of gigantic instrumentarium available to all amateurs with a good memory.7

Both Quatremère and Hagedorn were thus outlining a Republic of art-historians, as

open and as democratic as was the République des lettres in eighteenth-century Europe.8

Epistemology of the fac-simile
The fac-simile, as part of an experimental practice of art history, almost materialized

during the Renaissance; the attempt failed merely because of the cost of reproducing

originals. We all know that when Vasari wrote his Vite, he assembled a vast collection of

drawings in order to document the various 'manière' of the artists presented in his

biographies. At the end of the Vite, he states that each artist's 'maniera' is as easily recognizable

as is the handwriting of a secretary that can be identified by all of his colleagues.9

Since it proved to be impossible to publish his drawings, Vasari had to rely upon a strategy

which was to be of lasting significance: either he fell back on a narrative, biographical

characterization of each artist, or he referred to his own Libro dei Disegni as an

external authority for his statements about their 'manière' - the phrase 'come si vede nel

mio libro' often crops up in his Vite.1" Unfortunately, however, Vasari was not able to

produce any visual evidence of it for his readers.

During the eighteenth century, the history of art became increasingly experimental."
Dézallier d'Argenville owned a cabinet and a laboratory and considered both as similar

places of research; prints and drawings are therefore the main tools of the researcher.12

Instead of writing long biographies, amateurs preferred to amass the most complete col-
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lection of visual evidence pertaining to any given artist - the corpus of their works. These

corpuses, carefully and empirically formed, were bound up in volumes, the famous

'books of prints'.13 In these collections, the status of the original print and of the drawing,

as true documents of the artist's hand, took precedence over mere reproductive prints,
where the plastic vocabulary of the translator was felt to obliterate that of the original.14

Above all, the true worth of drawings was now appreciated and they thus became a vital

instrument: in his Idée du peintre parfait (1699), Roger de Piles says: 'En faisant un Dessein,

[l'artiste] s'abandonne à son Génie, & se fait voir tel qu'il est."5 The main task of the

collector as an art historian was to classify these documents, to annotate them on their

mounts. The position of these annotations was of the utmost importance: the commentary

remained close to the originals, it developed in their margins, and it never tried to

replace them. The most organized form of these compilations was the 'recueil'.16

Instructions for the preparation of such 'recueils' were to be found in an anonymous essay

published in French in 1686,17 where the philosopher John Locke explained how to

gather ideas and notes together and then place them in good order in a register. His

complex system enabled the user to reconcile two contradictory features of empirical
research: the endless, but random accumulation of data, and the finite, organized nature

of the book. Most of the 'recueils' of the eighteenth century subscribed to this model.

The consequences of such a practice were to be far-reaching: the Vasarian biography was

gradually replaced by an approach which gave increasing preeminence to the visual

document. A typical example of such a 'recueil' is a volume now belonging to the Home

collection in Florence in which a collection of drawings by Simone da Pesaro are

brought together. The artist's portrait, reminiscent of the woodcut to be found in the

second edition of the Vite (1568), is certainly featured on the first page, followed by a

very sketchy biography. After this very slight nod in the direction of the Vasarian tradition,

the master's actual drawings are produced as the most solid evidence for his graphic
style.18 Last but not least, most of the art historians and collectors of the eighteenth century

were themselves amateur draughtsmen, who felt that in order to understand the

graphic style of a master, the best apprenticeship consisted in imitating him, in following

as closely as possible the production of his artistic creations with their own hand. Just

one example of this, albeit a particularly vivid one, is John Skippe, a collector who spent

much of his life doing just that.'9

Connoisseurship, orawings and fac-simile in England
A strange parody of Raphael's School of Athens by Joshua Reynolds serves to illustrate

the fact that in England the cognitive image received a new status over the course of the

eighteenth century.20 In the centre of the composition, two main Hgures replace Plato -
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the philosopher of ideas - and Aristotle - the philosopher of nature. One connoisseur, a

book in hand, points to an illustration of an object of art whilst another, holding a small

intaglio between his fingers, scrutinizes it carefully. Reynolds' source of inspiration was

probably a drawing by Pier-Leone Ghezzi, in the collection of the Duke of Devonshire,

which had been reproduced by Arthur Pond in 1739 and shows two very similar figures.21

More important is the fact that the two gentlemen illustrate the confrontation between

the cognitive image and the empirical observation of an object of art. They seem to be

locked in a 'Disputa', a debate, like Plato and Aristotle in Raphael's fresco. England was

to witness the conceptualization of the cognitive status of the image long before the same

process occurred in any other European country.22 In effect, the word 'fac-simile' was at

this time used only in England, where it had already appeared during the second half of

the seventeenth century. Initially, the word belonged to the legal vocabulary and designated

the faithful copy of an official document, one which could indeed be substituted

for the original. This juridical dimension is paramount to a correct understanding of the

'fac-simile' since it warrants, by reference to an external authority, a perfect correspondence

between the original and the copy, even though the two are not the product of one

and the same hand. The use of this concept among amateurs and collectors illustrates the

high standards expected of the faithful reproduction of a drawing; it was ultimately an

ethical question. Ry falsifying an original, an artist put his reputation at risk; all the more

so since it was much easier to produce a fac-simile of a drawing than of a painting. This

conceptual innovation was also accompanied by another one, which also appeared in

England earlier than on the Continent: the concept of 'specimen'. The word 'specimen'

was commonly used by British printers who relied on subscriptions to publish their

volumes. In the prospectus for a book they would give some idea of the scope and the

nature of the forthcoming work, explain the conditions of purchase and would then

include a 'specimen' - printed in the same characters as the planned book - in order to

give an accurate idea of the finished product.23

The word 'specimen' has two meanings which are of the utmost importance: on the

one hand, it means a sample of the work of an artist, an 'exemplum', thanks to which, by

a process of induction, one may infer the 'maniera' of an artist. But in order to function

effectively in this way, a specimen must be representative of an artist's style. Hence, it
became necessary to select a drawing illustrative of the entirety of an artist's production, or

even of a smaller segment of it. A given drawing should allow the viewer to recognize the

'maniera' typical of Raphael or of Pier-Leone Ghezzi and thus becomes characteristic of

the 'type' Raphael or Ghezzi. Simultaneously, the word 'specimen' came to designate any

copy of a given print. Since the regularity and fidelity of the printing process guaranteed

the identity of all copies in every one of their formal properties, it was possible for schol-
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ars located in different countries to discuss the qualities of the same print. It is easy to

guess that the two words, when pertaining to 'fac-similes' of drawings, allowed for a new

study of the artist's 'maniera' by an international community. Only the 'fac-simile' could

turn the concept of 'specimen' into an operative tool for all of those who inspected any

copy of a fac-simile. It became possible to multiply, to reproduce the 'recueils' of collectors,

so that these compilations could then become true scientific models for the art
historians of the world.

From secretive to open connoisseurship in England:

Jonathan Richardson Sr to William Young Ottley
Obviously, the new international community that I have sketched above could not work

unless the owners of drawings were prepared to open their collections to the public, be

it directly, or even indirectly through the fac-simile reproduction of their best pieces. But

this proved to be a sticking point in England at the beginning of the eighteenth century,
and a certain reluctance to share knowledge could well have compromised the future

development of the fac-simile. It only managed to impose itself thanks to a shift in

attitudes, a move away from a secretive towards a more open connoisseurship which relied

extensively on originals and fac-similes.

At first, everything seemed to be programmed to allow for the fac-simile. As 1 have

said, England was the first country to coin the concepts of 'fac-simile' and of 'specimen',

both of which proved to be highly instrumental in the formation of a community of
scholars using reliable reproductions. In addition, Roger de Piles's theories were greatly
admired in England and were soon translated into English.24 Last but not least, the

development of connoisseurship in England took a dramatic turn in 1710. It was in this

year that a famous art-historical collection of drawings assembled by the Italian collector

Padre Sebastiano Resta was acquired by a dealer, John Talman, and subsequently

sold to an ambitious British statesman, Lord Somers.25 The great rush for the import of

continental, mostly Italian, works of art was already well underway and within only sixty

years this particular purchase was hailed as a significant historical moment when

Talman's letter, describing the collection to prospective buyers, was published by the

Society of Antiquaries in 1770.26 The importation of drawings on such a large scale had

two main consequences, one of which pertains to the history of art and the other to the

art market.

Lord Somers decided to break up Resta's careful arrangement of the drawings which

had been classified according to a chronological, formalist model of the development of

the history of art. He did, however, request that a copy should be made of all the

annotations penned by Resta around the drawings' mounts. This document was printed by
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Joseph Duke in 1738, and hence after the sale of Lord Somers's collection, in a form

which greatly encouraged an experimental approach to art history through a collection

of drawings (fig. 1).27 Resta produced no biography for each artist listed here, preferring

to limit himself to indicating their dates of birth and death. Also included is an assessment

of the artist's qualities and, above all, his relationship to his masters and pupils -
according to Resta's genealogical representation of artistic schools.

From a purely financial point of view, the purchase and import of the Resta collections

and their dispersal in England proved that drawings had become a commodity of

strategic importance. A connoisseur as important as Jonathan Richardson collected them

eagerly and in his treatises such as the Two Discourses (1719) he extolled their merits. But

one should remember that Richardson never undertook the Grand Tour himself, and

therefore had only a second-hand knowledge of many famous Italian masterpieces.

Collecting drawings, which he then mounted himself (fig. 2), represented a means of

compensating for this lack of first-hand knowledge. The relatively inexpensive instru-

mentarium which he formed enabled him to train his eye and subsequently to identify
the authorship and to evaluate the quality of all the great paintings that came up for sale

on the Continent.28 By so doing, Richardson conferred upon drawings a new prestige

that they had not earlier known. He even went so far as to challenge and ultimately to

overturn the traditional hierarchy between drawings and paintings; drawings, he says,

are the only true originals from the artist's hand whereas paintings should be considered

as mere copies of these drawings.29 However, in order to secure a position of authority
for himself, Richardson was tempted to keep his knowledge of drawings for himself.

Even his theory of connoisseurship, as expounded in the Two Discourses (1719), is

explained more as a means of legitimizing the scientific accuracy of his judgements than by

a wish to share his trade with the public.

In effect, Richardson deals with the exercise of artistic judgement in two steps - a

theoretical, and then a pragmatic one. The theoretical step can be seen in his statement

that, ideally, any individual endowed with good judgment may learn Richardson's own

new science - 'one Man may be as Good a Judge as Another if he applies himself to it'.3°

No collector should trust third parties to select perfect pictures.3' Every man endowed

with reason may be a good judge, and reason is universally spread among the 'élite'. In

his first treatise, Richardson gives a good example of his theory, by analysing a picture

from his own collection - a portrait of the Countess of Exeter by van Dyck. In this

particular case Richardson proves to be, at one and the same time, both the expert and the

purchaser of the picture. However, subsequent examples given in the text suggest that

Richardson is slowly shifting towards a more pragmatic approach, where the expert is

another person, a third party remunerated for his judgment.
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1 y4n Historical and Chronological 2 Annibale Carracci, Men eating at a table, pen and ink,
series of the most eminent painters. 11,2 x 14,9 cm, with autograph mounting by Jonathan Richardson,

London: Joseph Duke, 1739, last page, private collection

private collection

Towards an open connoisseurship: William Young Ottley
Towards the end of the eighteenth century, such secretive connoisseurship gradually

gave way to a more open one, whose main instrument was the 'recueil' of 'fac-similes'. If,

on the Continent, such 'recueils' were often made for the glory of a private collector -
such as the Guercinos reproduced by Piranesi for Cavaceppi in 1764 - or of a public

foundation, or even for nationalistic purposes, the English 'recueils' often have a more

definite didactic purpose. In this way they are similar in intent to those produced under

the supervision of Pierre-Jean Mariette. One example of this type of 'recueil' is the

Italian School of Design by the great artist and art dealer William Young Ottley. The

plates were made in around 1808, but the text was only completed later in 1823.32

An imaginative dealer and a splendid connoisseur, Ottley bought the Io by Correggio

for a few pounds, and restored the picture himself to show that it was not a copy of the

picture but indeed the authentic work. He was an original thinker who did not share the

prejudices of many of his contemporaries with regard to Italian art.33 He was also a

talented painter, whose drawings often share features with those of his two great friends,

Fuseli and Blake. Furthermore, he proved to be a discerning observer of nature, capable

of producing rather perceptive sketches.34 During his Grand Tour in Italy, from 1791 to

fot'a/w.
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1801, he discovered the beauty of Giotto's frescoes at Assisi, of Signorelli and of Botticelli,

all of whom were almost wholly ignored at that time. Ottley purchased a large number

of drawings and paintings, profiting from the chaos which followed Bonaparte's

invasion in 1796; he subsequently brought all these trophies back to London, hoping to

sell them at a good price. His first consignment of pictures did very well at auction in

1801, largely because the works chosen corresponded to traditional standards of taste. As

for his Botticelli and Signorelli, they did not sell, and he thus found himself obliged to

keep them at home.35

A keen interest in fifteenth-century prints gave Ottley a full understanding of the

problems related to the regularity of a corpus of printed specimens, as is shown in his

book An Inquiry into the origin and early history ofengraving (1816) (fig. 3).36 His major

publication, The Italian School ofDesign, may be seen as an attempt to furnish his reader

with an instrument which would allow the latter to appreciate what Ottley himself calls

'primitive art'. That his purpose was partly mercantile is certain - he hoped to open up
a new market for such paintings. He was, after all, still smarting from his failure to sell

his Botticelli and his Signorelli. Likewise, he also wanted to increase the value of drawings

as art objects. But it should not be imagined that this was his sole motivation. He

genuinely believed in the outstanding quality of the drawings. The main interest of his

approach is that his argument relies on the evidence of the fac-simile reproduction of

drawings. The Italian School ofDesign could be described as a ready-made collection of

drawings, duly commented and elucidated, which enables each reader to test the validity

of Ottley's assertions against the visual evidence which the author presents as proof.

It shrewdly proposes a new model for the understanding of art history and of collecting.

To underscore the originality of this approach, it is useful at this point to compare

Ottley's arguments with those adduced by Jean-Baptiste Séroux d'Agincourt in his

Histoire de l'Art par les Monumens, published from 1810 to 1823. As is well known, the

Histoire did manage to contribute to a new understanding of mediaeval art, even though

its author remained prejudiced against the very works that he was studying, considering

them from the point of view of the classical canon.37 In 1793, Ottley had met Séroux in

Italy; the latter asked Ottley for his drawings after some of Giotto's frescoes at Assisi. The

Englishman duly obliged, and the drawings were subsequently to be etched for the

Histoire de l'art. Séroux, however, must have feared the seductive power of such unclassical

specimens of art, since he was to prefix the suite of images with the following commentary:

'Quelque utile, au reste, que puisse être pour l'histoire de l'Art la connaissance des

premières productions de l'époque de sa renaissance, il serait dangereux d'en pousser

l'étude trop loin; il faut surtout se garder de l'espèce d'enthousiasme que certaines écoles

modernes semblent avoir conçu pour ces premiers essais, trop faibles encore, à tous
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égards, pour servir de modèles.'38 One cannot help but
notice that throughout Séroux's work a very constant graphic

vocabulary characterizes the illustrations. Fie felt a need to

unify the scale as well as the codes of representation of the

different objects depicted as a means of justifying and

reinforcing his comparative method. The result is a graphic style

which reproduces the main features of the forms, but where

the handling of the original is obliterated by a linear

rendering. On occasions this linear reproduction even stiffens

the features of the originals, thereby reinforcing the prejudice

of the reader against the 'exempla' shown. At any rate,

no amateur would be able to recognise and understand

Giotto's 'maniera' if he had only read Séroux's book, and

before he had seen the artist's famous frescoes in Assisi.

Ottley did not allow himself to be disheartened by

Séroux's criticism. His ideas for the Italian School were

already fixed by this time; he published them later, in 1823, on

the completion of the printing of Séroux's Histoire. In 1826,

he further strengthened his argument with another

illustrated book, entided A Series of Plates, and intended, as he

says, 'to illustrate the History of the Restoration of the Arts

of Design in Italy.'39

Ottley was careful in his strategy. He did not overtly question the chronological

model of the decay and restoration of the arts defined by Vasari, and then faithfully
followed by Séroux. At first, and making good use of the head-pieces to the chapters in the

Italian School ofDesign, he attempted to offset the astonishing modernity of some of the

'primitives': a bassorilievo by Donatello, heading the chapter on the artist, thus here

bears a number of startling similarities to Fuseli's Sleeping shepherd. This piece, like

many others, was designed by Ottley himself.

In the preface to the Series, Ottley uses an architectural metaphor to explain his

purpose: he wishes to prove that, thanks to Giotto and the primitives, 'the foundations of art,

if we may so express ourselves, had been "solidely laid"; the scaffolding "firmly fixed",

and even the superstructure, in great measure, "erected".'40 The best amongst these

artists had been the drawing-masters of Raphael and Michelangelo: 'among the chief

characteristics of the paintings and sculptures of the early Florentine artists, [...] they are

almost ever exempt from affectation of manner; and [...] their figures often possess the

charm of gracefulness, without the alloy of extravagance.'41 But in order to be able to

200 SPECUI.UM HUMANAE SALVATIOMS. [CHAP. III.

10. The base of the pilaster on the right hand bears evidence of
a similar fracture of the block, in the Latin copy :

11. Capital of the small pillar over the head of the Virgin: a
small piece of it broken away, in the Latin copy:

12. The tower in the right hand compartment, which is perfect
in the Dutch copy, shews signs of a considerable fracture

3 Comparison of two printings of the

same early woodcut, ex.: William Young

Ottley, An Inquiry into the origin and

early history ofEngraving upon Copper
and in Wood, London: Arch, 1816, 2 vols.,

vol. 1, p. 206, private collection
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y.

4 Print in fac-simile after a drawing by
Giotto, La Navicella, ex.: William Young

Ottley, A Series ofplates, engraved after
the paintings and sculptures of the most

eminent masters of the early Florentine
School; intended to illustrate the History
of the Restoration of the Arts ofDesign in

Italy, London: sold by Colnaghi, Hessey,

1826, facing page 9, private collection

5 Print in fac-simile after a drawing by

Raphael, A Concert, ex.: William Young

Ottley, A Series ofplates, engraved after
the paintings and sculptures of the most

eminent masters of the early Florentine
School; intended to illustrate the History
of the Restoration of the Arts ofDesign in

Italy, London: sold by Colnaghi, Hessey,

1826, facing page 48, private collection

justify his assertion that modern artists were indebted to their late-mediaeval forebears,

Ottley needs to find and to present suitable comparisons. The Italian School of Design

provides this common ground since superbly reproduced specimens of drawings are

included for all the masters compared in the book. And these drawings are documents that

are eminently suited to a close stylistic analysis. Thus it is that the firm but free outlines

of Giotto's Navicella are presented as those which taught later generations of artists the

importance of a strict economy of expression (figs. 4-5). Ottley takes pains to stress the

freedom of the pen, the liveliness of the lines drawn by the primitives; these features, in

his view, prefigure the mastery of Raphael.42

Such 'recueils' put a ready-made collection of drawings at the disposal of amateurs.

They required that a reader should test the arguments advanced by Ottley. They also

allowed travellers from all over the world to perfect a priori their knowledge of Giotto, of

Donatello, of Signorelli. Armed with the necessary knowledge, and having assimilated

the fine typology of each artist that Ottley had presented, they could then set off to Italy
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and there admire the famous works by thse painters. But more radically, Ottley undertook

to transform the aesthetic standards of his readers. This he hoped to achieve with

the help of a pedagogical instrumentarium created for private consumption: a ready-

made and reproductible collection of drawings. Within this framework, and thanks to

the fac-simile, the republic of art historians hailed by Quatremère could truly exist as a

world community of scholars - a 'république des arts'.43

1 On Caylus, Marc Fumaroli, 'Une amitié para¬
doxale: Antoine Watteau et le comte de Caylus,

1712-1719', Revue de l'art, no. 114 (1996),

pp. 34-47; Caylus, mécène du Roi -
Collectionner les antiquités au xvuf siècle, exh. cat.,
Cabinet des Médailles, Bibliothèque nationale
de France, 2002-3.

2 One such author was Bernard de Montfau-

con: see Cecilia Hurley, 'The vagaries of art-
book publishing. Bernard de Montfaucon

(1660-1741) and his subscription enterprises',

Georg-Bloch Jahrbuch, 7 (2000), pp. 84-95.
3 Adam Smith, The Wealth ofNations, 1776,

bk. i, ch. 2; Quatremère owned a copy of this
book. Adam Smith was acquainted with the

arts; he owned copies of the works of Bellori
(cat. 11), Vasari (cat. 138), Vitruvius (cat. 140),

as well as de Piles' works (p. 107): see Tadao

Yanaihara, Catalogue ofAdam Smith's

Library, New York, 1966.
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Summary

During the eighteenth century, printed 'fac-similes' after Old Master drawings became visual, documentary

evidence for the study of art and its history, evidence that could serve as a serious topic for scholarly
discussion from Paris to St Petersburg, from Helsinki to Palermo. This essay outlines precisely the
economical and epistemological framework that permitted an adequate use of the 'fac-simile'; it shows that,
even if England was not the first country to produce true 'fac-similes', it was nonetheless here that this
form's function was best understood, and where it found its most refined development around 1800. A

major author of such 'recueils' in England was William Young Ottley, whose masterpiece was published
after much preparation: A Series ofplates, engraved after the paintings and sculptures ofthe most eminent

masters of the early Florentine School; intended to illustrate the History of the Restoration of the Arts of
Design in Italy. London, 1826.
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